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Abstract  

Through-thickness thickness reductions in laminated composites are essential for weight 

and aerodynamic efficiency, but they can also be the site of damage initiation. Tensile failure 

mechanisms of modestly tapered laminates, loaded via gripping their thick and thin ends, and 

a severely tapered laminate, loaded by contact at its tapered section, were investigated via 

experiments and high-fidelity finite element modelling. The primary failure mode is by 

delamination, initiated from a terminated ply in the tapered region, which is quite sensitive to 

a small delamination defect at a ply drop location. Experimental measurements and FE 

predictions correlate very well in all cases for both location and load. In the severely tapered 

case, the contact stress influences the delamination and so a fibre failure criterion also needs 

to be considered, including both the fibre direction tensile stress and its interaction with 

through-thickness direct and shear stresses imposed by the contact.   
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1. Introduction 

Fibre-reinforced plastics (FRP) composites are increasingly being used in a wide range of industries, driven 

by their high strength-to-weight ratio, good corrosion resistance and excellent fatigue properties. To meet 

structural design requirements, e.g. aerodynamic and weight efficiency, it is often necessary to taper a composite 

component along one or multiple directions. This can be observed, for example, in a composite wind turbine 

blade, whose shell is tapered in the spanwise direction. The most common approach used to taper a composite 

laminate is dropping-off (terminating) internal or external plies at pre-defined locations [1]. At an internal ply 

drop as shown in Fig. 1. Two continuous sub-laminates (‘base’ and ‘belt’) enclose a dropped sub-laminate in the 

thick section, while either or both are curved, with the intention of re-connecting at the thin section. This creates 

a triangular resin pocket in the tapered region. Fig. 1 illustrates a symmetric ply drop, since the taper angles 

associated with the two continuous sub-laminates are the same [2]. By contrast, an asymmetric ply drop features 

different taper angles between the two belt plies, with the extreme case having the base sub-laminate as flat, 

with a corresponding taper angle of zero [3].  

Due to these material and geometrical discontinuities, a tapered laminate is prone to interlaminar disbond 

(delamination) between these sub-laminates in the ply drop location, following earlier failure associated with the 

resin pocket [4,5]. A considerable amount of work has been reported in the literature on the failure mechanisms 

of tapered laminates under tensile loading [2–9]. As illustrated in Fig. 1, when a single ply drop undergoes pure 

tensile loading, the top and bottom interfaces between the discontinuous sub-laminate and the continuous 

sub-laminates experience interlaminar shear stress and through-thickness compression (TTC), which both show 

peak values at the end of the dropped plies and decrease towards the thick section [2,8,10]. In the thin section, 

these two continuous sub-laminates tend to separate due to the straightening out of their initially curved shape, 

thus leading to through-thickness tension at the interface between them. The interlaminar tensile stress shows a 

maximum at the toe of the resin pocket and decreases towards the thin section. Local bending of continuous sub-

laminates occurs in the tapered region due to the curvature features. The specific stress characteristics near a ply 

drop are affected by several parameters, including the stacking sequence of the plies adjacent to the sensitive 

interfaces, the thickness of dropped sub-laminate, the taper angle and spacing between ply drops [2,9]. Based on 

the understanding of stress distribution near ply drops, a number of stress based and energy-release-rate (ERR) 

based approaches have been proposed to predict delamination onset and growth [1,7,11,12]. Useful optimisation 

methods of designing a tapered laminates were also presented based on a generic algorithm or stacking sequence 

tables [13–15].  
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Aiming at advancing the state of the art, this study employed an extensive experimental programme and 

high-fidelity finite element models to investigate the failure mechanisms of tapered laminates under tensile 

loading. The experimental programme, presented in Section 2, was performed to characterise the tensile failure 

mechanisms of tapered laminates considering the effects of ply drop spacing (taper angle) and interlaminar 

defects (represented by a steel film insert). A severely tapered laminate has also been characterised, held by a 

contact fixture at its tapered section and pulled at its thin section. Similar set-ups were explored in [16–18], but 

this study aims to give more detailed studies on laminates failure mechanisms using a high-fidelity 3D finite 

element modelling strategy. The high-fidelity FE modelling strategy is presented in Section 3 to predict the 

mechanical behaviour of these tapered laminates. Such a detailed modelling package and verification regarding 

tapered laminates is still missing in the literature. In Section 4, experimental observations and numerical 

predictions of the tensile failure mechanisms of these tapered laminates are presented and compared; Effects of 

the modelling parameters, including mesh size and cohesive parameters (strength pair and through-thickness 

compression enhancement factors) are discussed in detail. In Section 5, a fibre failure criterion, considering both 

the direct tensile stress and its interaction with through-thickness direct and shear stresses, is proposed and 

illustrated through the severely tapered laminate model.  

2. Experimental programme 

2.1. Specimen configurations 

Three taper angles of laminates were investigated in this study, two modestly tapered (Figs. 2a and b) and 

one severely tapered (Fig. 2c). All were manufactured from Hexcel’s IM7/8552 prepreg material. For ease of 

description, the ply drops in each half of the tapered laminates are numbered in ascending order from the thin 

section (see Figs. 2). The two modestly tapered laminates have the same configuration, except for different ply 

drop spacings (d = 1.5 mm or 2 mm). Their thick sections have the symmetric stacking sequence of [-45/0/45/0/-

45/0/45/0/45/0/0/-45/0/45/0/-45]S, where the underscores indicates dropped plies, which leads to a 2:1 thickness 

ratio between the thick and thin sections. The nominal taper angles are 8.1° and 11.3° for the d = 2 mm and 1.5 

mm tapered laminates, respectively. The nominal ply thickness is 0.25 mm. The severely tapered laminate also 

features a symmetric stacking sequence (Fig. 2c). It consists of a carbon fibre (IM7/8552) core laminate and two 

E-glass/914 glass FRP (GFRP) surface layers. GFRP skins were employed to provide protection due to the high 

frictional contact between the specimen and the loading rig used to hold the specimen during tensile testing. The 

specimen thickness reduces from a nominal 40.25 mm in the thick section to a nominal 11.75 mm in the thin 

section.  
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It was expected that delamination would be the critical failure mode, and so to further investigate the effect 

of potential manufacturing delamination defects, a 5 μm thick and 4 mm wide stainless-steel strip was inserted 

at ply drop 2 in each half of the 8.1° tapered laminate during lay-up to represent an artificial delamination. A 

previous study [19] has shown that 5 μm steel shim material provides the best approximation to a delamination 

in the case where no natural pre-crack can be developed. In summary, four configurations of laminates were 

tested: the 8.1° pristine tapered laminate, the 8.1° tapered laminate with artificial defect, the 11.3° pristine 

tapered laminate, and the pristine severely tapered laminate.  

2.2. Specimen manufacture 

To produce the modestly tapered specimens, three panels were made (two for the pristine specimens with the 

two different ply drop spacings and one for the defect specimens). Each panel was made in two halves, with 

each half made by careful hand layup of Hexcel IM7/8552 prepreg of varying lengths onto a flat tool plate, 

vacuum bagging and then autoclave curing following the manufacturer’s recommendations (2 h at 180 ℃ at 7 

bar pressure). Placement of the thin steel strip was added into the lay-up process for the defect panel. Prior to 

insertion of the steel strip it was cleaned with acetone and coated with the Frekote 770-NC mould release agent. 

This surface treatment ensures that the metal insert is not bonded with the surrounding epoxy during the curing 

process and thereby behaves as an ‘ideal’ delamination. During lay-up, a debulking procedure of vacuum 

bagging at room temperature was performed after every fourth ply. After cure, the flat surface of each half of the 

panel was grit blasted and degreased, then Scotch-Weld AF 163-2 film adhesive was used to bond the two 

halves together. This was realised using a vacuum bag arrangement in an oven at 125 °C for 1 hour. The 

laminate panels were then carefully cut into individual specimens (15 mm wide and 250 mm long) using a CNC 

machine. To avoid grip damage during mechanical tests, GFRP tabs were bonded on to each end of the 

specimen on both sides, using an epoxy adhesive, leading to a 150 mm long gauge section.  

The severely tapered panel was manufactured following a different procedure. Each half of the panel was 

laid up onto one half of an aluminium matched tool, which accommodated the panel within it during cure. A 

debulking procedure by vacuum bagging under room temperature was performed after every fourth ply. Once 

lay-up was complete, the two halves of the tooling were then brought together with the whole plate formed 

inside. A 30-minute debulking procedure under 1 bar vacuum and 50 °C was undertaken in order to reduce the 

separation between two halves of the plate caused by the bulk factor associated with ply terminations. Then, 

prior to cure in an autoclave, the tooling and the panel were vacuum bagged. A top plate made of aluminium 

was used to align the two halves of the matched tooling using two steel ball bearing guides. In consideration of 
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the large thickness of the panel and the large thermal mass of the tooling, the cure cycle was optimised to 

comprise several stages: 1) heating up to 180 °C from room temperature at the rate of 5 °C/min, 2) holding for 

10 minutes, 3) cooling down to 120 °C, 4) holding for 65 minutes, 5) heating back to 180 °C at 5 °C/min, 6) 

holding for 200 minutes, and 7) cooling down to room temperature. The modified cure cycle allowed 

approximately achieving the manufacturer’s recommended cure condition for the panel, i.e. 2 hours at 180 °C, 

without risking an exothermic reaction. In addition, a 7 bar pressure was applied from the start to close the 

residual separation between the two halves of the plate and full vacuum was maintained during cure. Following 

the curing process, a Vespel strip was bonded to the tapered region of the panel on each side, using an AF163 

adhesive film that was cured under 1 bar vacuum and 125 °C for 1 hour. The Vespel strip further protected the 

specimen against wear damage due to the high contact stress between the specimen and the loading fixture, 

since it provided a lower friction coefficient than the GFRP skins. A CNC machine was employed to section the 

panel into individual specimens (Fig. 2c). At the thin end of each severely tapered specimen two GFRP tabs 

were bonded onto both sides using an epoxy adhesive, leading to a 170 mm long gauge section, which 

comprises the full thick section, the tapered section and the un-clamped part of the thin section.  

2.3. Experimental set-up 

Seven specimens were tested for each configuration of the modestly tapered laminates under 0.5 mm/min 

displacement control, using a calibrated Instron 8801 servo-hydraulic machine equipped with a 100 kN load cell 

(Fig. 3a). A Canon 550D HD camera was situated on one side of the specimen to record global deformation. On 

the other side of the specimen, a high-speed video camera Photron SA-1 was focused on the tapered section to 

capture local damage. 

Five specimens were tested for the severely tapered configuration using the experimental set-up shown in 

Fig. 3b. Each specimen was loaded under 2.5 mm/min displacement control using a calibrated Dartec MJ6290 

servo hydraulic machine equipped with a 500 KN load cell. The machine crosshead gripped the thin section of 

the specimen with a 140 mm clamping length, while a custom-designed metal fixture held the coupon at its 

tapered region (Fig. 3c). This allowed clamping the tapered section when it was pulled at its thin section. The 

main body of the tapered-section holder was made of steel, but it had two titanium contact pads inserted to 

directly contact with the specimen (Fig. 3c). Two strain gauges were attached to the top and bottom surfaces of 

the specimen, at around 100 mm distance from the thick end. The high-speed Photron SA-1 video camera was 

also used to capture the delamination location for the severely tapered specimens.    
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3. High-fidelity modelling    

3.1. Full meshes 

The meshing tool presented in [20] was further improved to create high-fidelity meshes for all the tapered 

laminates considered in this study. Locations of all CFRP plies were determined by scanning the well-polished 

side of a pre-tested specimen. Each ply drop in these tapered laminates was assumed to be a symmetric ply drop 

(see Fig. 1), according to microscopic observations of ply drops in the specimen. Experimental observation also 

showed that there is a slight thinning of the dropped ply, just before it ends at the resin pocket. It was estimated 

from microscopic observations that the thinning length was 0.4 mm, and the resin pocket was 1.2 mm long. 

These two parameters in conjunction with a cosine function can be used to produce an accurate representation of 

terminating/continuous plies and the resin pocket at a ply drop location, as shown in Fig. 4a. The meshing tool 

also allowed inserting cohesive elements between two adjacent plies, and between a resin pocket and its two 

neighbouring plies. These cohesive elements followed an interlaminar failure criterion, which will be described 

in the next sub-section. The pre-inserted metal strip is directly described by thin hexahedral elements inserted 

along the metal strip path, in conjunction with a frictionless contact defined between the thin elements and 

neighbouring resin-pocket/ply elements, as shown in Fig. 4b. Fig. 5 illustrates that the mesh generation 

technique allows accurate representation of the whole tapered specimen, typically including post-cure ply 

thickness, slightly asymmetric distributions of ply drops relative to the laminate mid-plane, as well as ply 

waviness which is particularly true for the central 0 plies of the severely tapered laminate. Note that all the 

specimens associated with each of the four configurations (8.1° pristine, 8.1° defect, 11.3° pristine and the 

severely tapered one) were cut from a single panel, thus there was no notable difference amongst specimens of 

the same configuration regarding their geometry and locations of ply drops; this point was verified by 

microscopic observations. It means that the specimen to specimen variation of a given configuration was not 

significant and can be represented by one high-fidelity mesh.   

All these baseline tapered models considered here share some common features: 1) each ply was meshed as a 

one-element thick layer; 2) the whole gauge section length and full width of the tapered laminates were included 

in the FE models; 3) the element size along the laminate length was 0.1 mm in the tapered section and gradually 

increased towards both ends of the model; and 4) the element size along the laminate width was 0.5 mm. The 

tapered-section holder in the severely tapered laminate model was simplified into two curved rigid bodies in the 

numerical model with the front curvature of the holder being accurately described in the model. Overall, the 8.1° 

modestly tapered model has 256,260 single integration point (IP) hexahedral elements for plies, 6,030 single-IP 
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hexahedral elements for resin pockets, 238,890 four-IP cohesive elements for interlaminar interfaces, 12,060 

four-IP cohesive elements for ply/resin-pocket interfaces and 544,050 nodes. The 11.3° modestly tapered model 

has 237,690 four-IP hexahedral elements for plies, 6,000 single-IP hexahedral elements for resin pockets, 

221,400 four-IP cohesive elements for interlaminar interfaces, 12,000 four-IP cohesive elements for ply/resin-

pocket interfaces and 505,610 nodes. The metal insert is described by 2,340 single-IP hexahedral elements in the 

defect model. The severely tapered laminate model consisted of 2,269,760 single-IP hexahedral elements for 

plies, 50,480 single-IP hexahedral elements for resin pockets, 1,900,000 four-IP cohesive elements for 

interlaminar interfaces, 100,960 four-IP cohesive elements for ply/resin-pocket interfaces, 8,320 single-IP 

hexahedral elements for the tapered-section holder and 4,484,334 nodes.  

3.2. Ply material properties 

The elastic properties used in the models for the CFRP plies and resin pockets are given in Table 1 [21–23], 

where the homogenised properties of GFRP tabs in the severely tapered case were derived by classical laminate 

theory using the ply properties given in [24] and assuming that the GFRP plies show the same coefficients of 

thermal expansion as the CFRP ply. One thing that needs to be highlighted is that local material axes were 

defined using the mid-planes of elements instead of nodes, which allows better representation of fibre 

orientations around ply drops. The in-plane and through-thickness non-linear shear behaviour of the CFRP plies 

was described by:  

 𝜏1𝑖 = 𝐴 ∙ 𝑠𝑔𝑛(𝛾1𝑖) ∙ (1 − 𝑒−𝐵|𝛾1𝑖|)            𝑖 = 2, 3                               (1) 

where the controlling parameters A and B were respectively assigned 138 MPa and 45 by fitting experimental 

data [23,25], while unloading was linearly controlled by the initial stiffness. The parameter A has the same unit 

as stress, while the parameter B is unit-less since strain (𝛾1𝑖) is unit-less. The Young’s modulus and Poisson’ 

ratio used for the stainless-steel insert in the defect model were respectively 190 GPa and 0.265.  

3.3. Interlaminar failure  

There was no matrix cracking and fibre breakage observed in any of the tapered specimens prior to 

delamination, thus only delamination was considered in the high-fidelity modelling. Interlaminar interfaces are 

described by a bi-linear traction-separation cohesive formulation, as developed in [26,27]. Pure mode tractions 

(𝜎I and 𝜎II) and separations (𝛿I and 𝛿II) prior to failure are linearly related by an elastic stiffness (𝐾I and 𝐾II); the 

symbols I and II indicate mode I (opening) and mode II (shearing), respectively. Failure is initiated when Eq. 2 

is satisfied.  

(
〈𝜎I〉

𝑆I
)

2

+ (
𝜎II

𝑆II,E
)

2

= 1                                                              (2) 
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where 𝑆I is mode I strength; the Macaulay operator 〈∙〉 is defined as 〈𝑥〉 =
1

2
(𝑥 + |𝑥|); 𝑆II,E is the through-

thickness compression enhanced mode II strength, as defined by:  

𝑆II,E = 𝑆II − 𝜂f ∙ 𝑚𝑖𝑛(0, 𝜎I)                                                      (3) 

where 𝑆II is the un-enhanced mode II strength; 𝜂f represents the TTC strength enhancement factor. The mode I 

and II tractions in the stiffness degradation (softening) region are defined by:  

𝜎I = (1 − 𝐷) ∙ 𝑆I;      𝜎II = (1 − 𝐷) ∙ 𝑆II,E                                               (4) 

where D is the damage variable defined by:  

𝐷 =
𝛿m−𝛿m

0

𝛿m
f −𝛿m

0                                                                         (5) 

whereby 𝛿m is the total mixed-mode relative displacement, defined by Eq. 6, which indicates that the mixed-

mode separation does not take compression into account; The damage variable increases from 0 at failure 

initiation to 1 at complete failure. 𝛿m
0  and 𝛿m

f  are the values of 𝛿m at failure initiation and complete failure, 

respectively. 

𝛿m = √max (0, 𝛿I)
2 + 𝛿II

2
                                                         (6) 

Complete interface failure is controlled by:   

(
𝐺I

𝐺IC
)

𝜃

+ (
𝐺II

𝐺IIC,E
)

𝜃

= 1                                                           (7) 

where 𝐺I and 𝐺II are mode I and mode II energy release rates; mode ratio is here defined as the ratio of 𝐺II to the 

sum of 𝐺I and 𝐺II. 𝐺IC is mode I critical ERR, while 𝐺IIC,E indicates the mode II critical ERR enhanced due to 

TTC. The power θ ϵ [1,2] is an empirical factor derived from mixed-mode tests for interlaminar interfaces. The 

𝐺IIC,E value is determined by:  

𝐺IIC,E = (
𝑆II,E

𝑆II
)

2

𝐺IIC                                                            (8) 

where 𝐺IIC is mode II critical ERR without TTC. Material properties assigned to the cohesive elements are listed 

in Table 2 [21,28]. The cohesive stiffness pair (𝐾I and 𝐾II) was deducted from the tensile modulus and Poisson’s 

ratio of 8552 resin system [29] by considering the ratio between the geometric thickness (0.01 mm) and 

constitutive thickness (unity) of the interface cohesive elements. The fracture toughness pair (𝐺IC and 𝐺IIC) 

follows Refs. [30,31]. There exists discrepancy in the literature regarding the cohesive strength pair 

[21,23,26,29,32–37] and the TTC enhancement factor [28,38,39]. The reason why [60 MPa, 90 MPa] is used 

here as the baseline cohesive strength pair is simply because that it has been proved to give satisfactory 

predictions for many of the previous IM7/8552 laminate models [21,23,26,31,40,41]. Effects of the strength pair 
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and the TTC enhancement factor on the numerical predictions in these tapered cases will be discussed in Section 

4.3.  

3.4. Other model details 

The tapered models were computed using the commercial explicit Finite Element package LS-DYNA® in 

two consecutive steps. In the first step, a temperature field with a -160 °C differential was imposed to the full 

model to simulate post-cure cool down, which is known to be a significant cause of residual stresses during the 

composites manufacturing process. The temperature field was kept constant in the second step, where tensile 

loading was introduced. Tensile loading was applied to the modestly tapered models via constraining the left-

edge nodes and assigning displacement to the right-edge nodes. Regarding the severely tapered model, 

mechanical loading was applied via the combination of a displacement boundary condition applied to the right 

end of the model and a full constraint applied to the two halves of the tapered-section holder. Contact between 

the tapered-section holder and two GFRP skins was defined by the well-known penalty algorithm [42] with a 

friction coefficient of 0.1, by referring to the literature values for polymer to metal contact [43,44].  

4. Experimental observations and model validation 

4.1. Modestly tapered laminate 

4.1.1. Experimental observations 

The two modestly tapered pristine laminates generally showed a linearly increasing load response prior to a 

significant load drop. The high-speed images, as shown in Fig. 6a, taken during the test of an 8.1° pristine 

tapered laminate show that failure initiated in the form of small delamination cracks in the top and bottom 

continuous-ply/dropped-ply interfaces of ply drop 1 in the bottom half of the laminate. Delamination rapidly 

propagated at the 0°/0° interfaces towards the thick end of the specimen. Once the delamination started to 

propagate towards the thick end, enough energy was also available to drive the crack towards the thin section of 

the specimen, resulting in significant damage and significant reduction in load-bearing capability. The averaged 

peak load due to delamination was 60.78 kN with a CV (coefficient of variation) of 3.3% for the 8.1° pristine 

laminate (specifically, 59.69 kN, 58.83 kN, 58.24 kN, 63.29 kN, 62.40 kN, 62.69 kN and 60.35 kN for 

individual specimens), while it was 57.10 kN with a CV of 7.7% in the 11.3° pristine case (specifically, 54.78 

kN, 56.60 kN, 54.88 kN, 51.57 kN, 64.58 kN, 55.86 kN and 61.25 kN for individual specimens).  

The behaviour of the tapered specimens with artificially inserted defect featured a more progressive response. 

Following an initial linear-elastic response, a large crack initiated at the defect location (i.e. ply drop 2), which 

was accompanied by a load drop. The onset of delamination does not occur symmetrically at both defect 
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locations but initially favored one side. The second delamination crack initiating from the ply drop 1 occurred 

almost instantaneously and both cracks grew in a progressive manner, mainly towards the thin section. With 

slightly further loading, delamination occurred from the defect ply drop and ply drop 1 in the other half of the 

laminate, accompanied by a second load drop. Multiple delamination cracks shortly occurred along the core of 

the laminate between the first and second delamination cracks, which migrated across plies and coalesced to 

form larger delamination cracks. A significant load drop was observed at this point. The averaged peak load 

corresponding to the first delamination caused load drop was 33.83 kN with a CV of 4.37% for the defect case 

(specifically, 32.90 kN, 32.85 kN, 32.30 kN, 32.67 kN, 33.73 kN, 35.03 kN and 30.30 kN for individual 

specimens).    

4.1.2. Model validation 

The high-fidelity modelling revealed residual stress due to post-cure cool down in each modestly tapered 

case, however, no interlaminar failure was induced in the thermal step. The reaction load predicted by the 

numerical model features a monotonic increase with loading, until an apparent load drop due to delamination. 

Quantitatively, good numerical prediction has been achieved regarding the peak load due to delamination in all 

the modestly tapered cases, as shown in Fig. 7. The slight numerical underestimation in the 8.1° pristine case 

may be attributed to the effect of fibre bridging on mode I fracture toughness, which would lead to a larger 𝐺IC 

value than the one given in Table 2 [45]. The location where delamination initiated was correctly predicted by 

the high-fidelity modelling for each case, i.e. ply drop 1 in the pristine tapered laminates and ply drop 2 in the 

defect tapered laminate (refer to Figs. 2a-b). The relatively progressive failure response in the defect case was 

also generally predicted by the numerical modelling. In more details, in these two modestly tapered pristine 

models, cracking initiated from the interfaces between the resin pocket and the top and bottom continuous plies 

(refer to Fig. 1) of ply drop 1. With slightly further loading, the cracking simultaneously propagated across the 

top and bottom continuous-ply/dropped-ply interfaces, the top and bottom resin-pocket/ply interfaces, as well as 

the continuous plies interface of ply drop 1. The rapid crack propagation caused an apparent load drop, which 

corresponds to the peak load plotted in Fig. 7. The mode ratio, 𝐺II (𝐺I + 𝐺II)⁄ , at these interfaces associated with 

ply drop 1 were also extracted from the FE models. The top and bottom continuous-ply/dropped-ply interfaces 

of ply drop 1 experienced a close to pure mode II loading with some through-thickness compression. The mode 

ratio of the top and bottom resin-pocket/ply interfaces shifted from mode II at the thick-section side to mode I at 

the thin-section side, while the continuous plies interface experienced mainly mode I loading. When 

delamination happened from ply drop 1, the tips of the continuous-ply/dropped-ply interfaces and the resin-
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pocket/ply interfaces associated with the ply drops 3 and 4 had also entered the softening region of the cohesive 

law. In the defect tapered case, delamination initiated from the interface between the two continuous plies in 

front of the artificial insert, then propagated towards the thin section. This was a mode I failure case. When 

delamination initiated in the defect case, all the cohesive elements associated with other ply drops remained 

deforming elastically.   

In short, the 11.3° tapered laminate, featuring a 1.5 mm ply-drop spacing exhibited a slightly lower peak load 

due to delamination than the 8.1° tapered laminate with a 2 mm ply-drop spacing. This suggests that the step 

spacing could have an effect on delamination-driven failure, particularly if the step spacing is small enough to 

encourage interaction between adjacent ply drops [2]. The tensile loading response of a tapered laminate is quite 

sensitive to a pre-crack existing at a ply drop, as confirmed in Fig. 7.  

4.2. Severely tapered laminate 

4.2.1 Experimental observations 

The tensile load of a severely tapered laminate showed a modest increase at the beginning, which was 

attributed to the gradual development of non-linear contact forces between the specimen and the tapered-section 

holder. Once the contacts were well established, the reaction load showed a linear increase with displacement, 

until an apparent load drop occurred. The through-thickness compressive stresses in the tapered section also 

increased with loading. The load drop was caused by a delamination crack, which always happened just ahead 

of the high compressive region in the bottom half of all the severely tapered specimens. After being normalised 

by the averaged value, the peak loads corresponding to the delamination induced load drop were respectively 

0.93, 0.93, 1.02, 1.05 and 1.06 for all the tested specimens. The delamination is expected to occur on one side of 

the specimen rather than exactly symmetric, due to the slightly asymmetric characteristics of ply drop locations 

and slightly wavy central 0° plies (see Fig. 5b). It was concluded from the high-speed camera data that 

delamination initiated amongst three adjacent ply drops, i.e. 1, 2 and 5, as indicated in Fig. 8a. It was however 

very difficult to tell exactly which one of these ply drops first invoked the delamination from the camera 

observation, even though a 360,000 frames/second frame rate was employed. The delamination rapidly 

propagated to the thin section clamped end, while it was suppressed in the tapered section due to the high 

through-thickness compression. The tests were terminated after observing the long interlaminar crack.   

4.2.2 Model validation 

The high-fidelity severely tapered model indicates that interlaminar failure was not induced due to post-cure 

cool down, but residual stresses existed throughout the whole model. The reaction load predicted by the 
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numerical model also features an initial build-up stage of the stable contact between the laminate and the 

tapered-section holder, and a monotonic increase with further loading until delamination. However, 

delamination location was not correctly predicted by the FE model using the baseline cohesive properties as 

listed in Table 2, and the peak load due to delamination was significantly underestimated by the FE model, as 

shown in Fig. 9. Note that all the load curves plotted here for the severely tapered laminates are normalised by 

the averaged peak load measured by experiments. The first delamination predicted by the FE model took place 

at the normalised load of 0.6 from the sixth interlaminar interface (counted from the CFRP core/GFRP skin 

interface) in front of the TTC region, as indicated by an arrow in Fig. 10a. As shown by the inset image in Fig. 

10a, the mode ratio where the initial delamination happened was between 0.056 and 0.385, a mode I dominated 

failure case. This initial delamination was only at the edge of the laminate, and it did not propagate significantly. 

With slightly further loading, catastrophic delamination cracks happened at approximately the normalised load 

of 0.7 around the ply drops 1, 2 and 3 (see Fig. 10b), which was much lower than experimental average. This 

was due to a large ambient through-thickness tensile stress field prevailing in this region, as shown in Fig. 10c 

captured at 98.5% of the predicted delamination load. This makes the severely tapered laminate model a 

strength-dominated failure case, and so strongly influenced by the choice of the relatively low cohesive strength 

pair used [46], instead of a fracture-toughness-dominated damage propagation case, as is the situation for the 

modestly tapered specimens. For a strength-dominated failure initiation case, the cohesive strength pair used in 

the numerical modelling needs to be close to the real material mode I&II strengths of an interlaminar interface. 

For a fracture-toughness-dominated propagation case, the numerical mode I&II strength pair has been proved to 

show relatively less dependence on the material strengths, but it needs to be selected such that there are at least 

two to three cohesive elements in the cohesive zone [47–50]. Therefore, the cohesive mode I&II strength pair 

assigned to the severely tapered laminate model needs to be close to the real material mode I&II strength pair. 

There exists discrepancy on the material mode I&II strength pair of an IM7/8552 laminate interlaminar interface 

in the literature, with the mode I strength ranging from 60 MPa to 111 MPa and the mode II strength ranging 

from 82.6 MPa to 137 MPa [21,23,26,29,32–37,51]. A pair of close to middle values in the ranges, i.e. [90 MPa, 

110 MPa] was selected as the cohesive mode I&II strength pair for the severely tapered laminate model. As 

shown in Fig. 9, the [90 MPa, 110 MPa] strength pair in combination with other cohesive properties listed in 

Table 2 gives good correlation with experimental measurement for the delamination load. The delamination 

location was also correctly predicted by the model using the new strength pair (Fig. 8b). The FE model slightly 

over-predicted the longitudinal strain values at delamination, extracted 100 mm from the thick end 
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(corresponding to the two strain gauge locations in experimental set-up), which may be attributed to the 

homogenisation of the GFRP tabs in the model.  

As shown in Fig. 8b, the numerical model predicts that the first delamination happened at the ply drop 2 

associated with the bottom half of the tapered laminate; the predicted delamination location agrees well with the 

experimental observation (comparing Fig. 8b to Fig. 8a). Regarding the failure mechanisms around the ply drop, 

initial cracking happened from its top resin-pocket/ply interface, then immediately the crack simultaneously 

propagated towards the thick section and the thin section of the laminate, respectively along the top continuous-

ply/dropped-ply interface and the continuous plies interface. This was accompanied by an apparent load drop. 

There was much less damage in the bottom continuous-ply/dropped-ply interface and the bottom resin-

pocket/ply interface before the load drop. The crack propagation towards the thick section was suppressed 

between the two tapered-section holders due to very high TTC enhancement. Fig. 11 provides the FE predicted 

through-thickness stress field at 99.0% of the predicted delamination load; the maximum compressive stress 

appears just underneath the curved ends of the tapered-section holder. The top continuous-ply/dropped-ply 

interface of the crack initiation ply drop was predominantly mode II loaded with slight TTC, while the bottom 

one featured a short distance of mode II region at the dropped-ply tip, followed by a large mixed-mode region. 

The top and bottom resin-pocket/ply interface and the continuous plies interface mainly experienced mode II 

dominated loading which was quite different from the modestly tapered laminate. Prior to delamination 

initiation, only the cohesive elements around the two forward ply drop pairs have entered the softening region of 

the traction-displacement law. All the interfaces between the two tapered-section holders remain in the elastic 

region, under pure mode II with high TTC.  

4.3. Effects of modelling parameters 

Mesh size 

All the tapered models were first run by varying the element length in the tapered region, which is more 

susceptible to damage than the thin & thick sections. The element width was kept at 0.5 mm. The [60 MPa, 90 

MPa] strength pair was used for the modestly tapered models, while [90 MPa, 110 MPa] was used for the 

severely tapered model due to the reasons explained above. As shown in Fig. 12, the element size demonstrates 

negligible effect on the predictions of global loading stiffness and delamination location in all the cases. The 

two modestly tapered pristine models start to converge from 0.3 mm, while the severely tapered model starts to 

converge from 0.4 mm. The defect tapered model starts to converge from 0.1 mm. Similar to a DCB model, the 

defect tapered model also features a pre-crack (Fig. 4b) and the damage sensitive interface (i.e. the continuous 
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plies interface of ply drop 1 in front of the pre-insert) is mode I loaded, thus its mesh convergence trend is 

consistent with the mode I numerical cohesive zone length as derived by a DCB model and the requirement of at 

least two to three elements existing in the cohesive zone [21,23,26,29,32–37]. A DCB model with a very fine 

mesh (0.025 mm) was run following the procedures detailed in Refs. [49,50], and it gave the mode I numerical 

cohesive length at 0.6 mm for the strength pair of [60 MPa, 90 MPa] and 0.275 mm for the strength pair of [90 

MPa, 110 MPa]. Differently, there were not pre-cracks assumed around the ply drops in the three pristine 

tapered models, and the interface elements around the damage sensitive ply drops featured a range of mode 

ratios. Thus, it was not straightforward to derive the convergence element length by a DCB, 4ENF or MMB test 

[50]. All the tapered models were also re-run with two other element widths (0.25 mm and 1 mm), apart from 

the baseline element width (0.5 mm). It was found that the element width showed negligible effect on the 

numerical predictions for all the tapered laminate models considered here.  

Cohesive strength pair 

As explained above, the numerical mode I&II strengths used for the severely tapered laminate modelling 

need to be close to the real material mode I&II strengths. These three modestly tapered laminate models were 

re-run using the cohesive strength pair assigned to the severely tapered laminate model, i.e. [90 MPa, 110 MPa]. 

The element size used for the strength pair parametric study was 0.1 mm. As shown in Fig. 13, the cohesive 

strength pair shows negligible effects on the global loading stiffness in all the modestly tapered cases. The 

defect tapered model shows no prediction difference when using the two strength pairs. This is because that the 

defect tapered model is a mode I dominated case, and at least two to three interface elements exist in the 

cohesive zone for both of the strength pairs. For the two pristine tapered laminate models, the [90 MPa, 110 

MPa] strength pair predicted a slightly higher peak load due to delamination than the [60 MPa, 90 MPa] strength 

pair, but both correlate well with experimental measurements. These two cohesive pairs give a sufficiently 

accurate prediction of delamination location in all the modestly tapered cases.  

TTC enhancement definition 

There exists some variation in the literature regarding the definition of through-thickness compression 

enhancement [28,38,39]. In the current model the toughness enhancement is assumed to be equal to the square 

of the strength enhancement (Eq. 8). An alternative model, defined in Eq. 9, is to assume the toughness 

enhancement as an independent definition to the strength enhancement [28,31]:  

𝐺IIC,E = 𝐺IIC(1 − 𝜂G ∙ 𝑚𝑖𝑛(0, 𝜎I))                                                     (9)  

where 𝜂G is the TTC enhancement factor for mode II toughness. The severely tapered model and the two 
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modestly tapered models without defect were re-run by using the combination of Eq. 3 and Eq. 8 respectively 

for strength enhancement and mode II toughness enhancement (i.e. Law C in Ref. [28]) and the combination of 

Eq. 3 and Eq. 9 respectively for strength enhancement and mode II toughness enhancement (i.e. Law A in Ref. 

[28]). The modestly tapered model with defect is not suitable for this piece of study since its delamination is 

pure mode I opening dominated. Two other strength enhancement factors were tested (0.3 and 0.74) for Law C, 

apart from the baseline value 0.5. For Law A, the values suggested by Ref. [31], i.e. 0.3 and 0.064 for 𝜂f and 𝜂G 

were tested for these three tapered cases.  

As shown in Fig. 14, these different TTC enhancement definitions show no effect on the global stiffness in 

all these tapered cases. Regarding the modestly tapered models, the predicted delamination locations show no 

difference amongst these TTC enhancement definitions. The delamination loads given by the three law C 

enhancement factors all show good agreement with experimental measurement. The law A enhancement 

definition shows a slight overestimate in the 8.1 modestly tapered case.  

Regarding the severely tapered laminate, the FE results showed no apparent difference regarding both the 

load and location of delamination when the Law C enhancement factor was equal to or larger than 0.5 and for 

the Law A with the enhancement pair of [0.3, 0.064]. When the Law C enhancement factor was equal to 0.3 or 

0.4, the FE model gave an incorrect delamination location and underestimated the delamination load. It can thus 

be summarised that the Law C TTC enhancement definition with an enhancement factor larger than 0.5 give 

satisfactory prediction regarding both delamination location and load for all these tapered cases. The reason why 

the Law A with the enhancement pair of [0.3, 0.064] is robust for the severely tapered case, but seems slightly 

conservative for the 8.1° modestly tapered case could be attributed to the fact that the enhancement pair of [0.3, 

0.064] was derived by a linear regression on a series of TTC tests whereby a much higher through-thickness 

compressive stress was present than the modestly tapered laminate case studied here.  

5. Fibre failure  

Fibre failure was not observed prior to delamination in the specimens studied here, however, in the severely 

tapered laminate case the high through-thickness compression due to the tapered-section holders and relatively 

modest transverse compression due to the constraint by angled plies are expected to significantly degrade the 

longitudinal fibre tensile strength of the specimen [52–56], which is dominated by its 0° plies. FE modelling 

shows that large in-plane and through-thickness shear stresses were also present in the tapered section, which 

may further degrade the longitudinal tensile strength of the specimen. Gan et al. [56] derived a fibre failure 

criterion via experimental tests that combines the fibre-direction tensile and through-thickness compressive 
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stresses. Here, this fibre failure criterion is extended to the more general case of all possible interactions of fibre 

tensile stress with other stress components, including through-thickness and in-plane shear stresses as well as in-

plane transverse compressive stresses. The new fibre failure criterion is thus expressed in a general form by:  

𝑑f =
〈𝜎11〉−𝛼∙min(0,𝜎33)+𝛽∙|𝜏13|−𝛾∙min(0,𝜎22)+𝛿∙|𝜏12|

𝑆11U
                                         (10) 

where fibre failure occurs when the damage variable df equals unity; α, β, γ and δ are the coefficients for 

individual stress components, which are defined in the local coordinate system of a lamina with its 1-direction 

following its fibre direction. S11U is the fibre-direction tensile strength of a unidirectional laminate. For the 

IM7/8552 laminates studied here, S11U is equal to 2723 MPa, from the manufacturer’s product datasheet [57]. 

To investigate the potential importance of including multiple stress components in the fibre failure criterion, 

the severely tapered model was re-run with the fibre failure criterion enabled. Specifically, five cases of the fibre 

failure criterion were tested;1) α=β=γ=δ=0, 2) α=1 and β=γ=δ=0, 3) α=β=1 and γ=δ=0, 4) α=β=γ=1 and δ=0, 

and 5) α=β=γ=δ=1. This allows evaluating the fibre health condition with the increasing number of stress 

components activated in the fibre failure criterion. At the point of delamination, all five cases of fibre failure 

criteria were not predicting any fibre breakage, which correlated well with experimental observations. The fibre 

damage variable fields in the 0° plies predicted by these five cases at the point of delamination are given in Fig. 

15. It can be seen that the fibre failure variable shows its maximum in the thin section of the tapered laminate 

(around ply drop 1) when only the fibre-direction normal stress was considered in the fibre failure criterion, 

while the maximum of the fibre failure variable immediately moved to the thick tapered section for the other 

four stress combinations, as indicated by arrows in Fig. 15. Delamination happened before fibre failure in the 

severely tapered specimen studied here. If, however a more highly toughened matrix system was to be used, 

delamination could be suppressed. This means that fibre failure, which is a more critical failure mode, may 

occur before delamination. To study this scenario, the model was re-run with delamination artificially 

suppressed, by increasing the interfacial pure mode strengths and fracture toughness by a factor of 5. In this 

case, the FE results showed no delamination before fibre failure. Fibre failure initiated around the ply drop 1 in 

the thin section when only σ11 was taken in account in the fibre failure criterion. More catastrophically, fibre 

failure happened in the thick tapered section for the other four stress combinations. The fibre failure load 

decreased with the number of stress components considered in the failure criterion. These show that the failure 

mode can change depending on properties. There is not enough experimental data currently available in the 

literature to fully validate the fibre failure models, but this work shows the importance of a correct fibre failure 

criterion capturing both the stress and damage interactions. 
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6. Concluding remarks 

This paper has investigated the failure mechanisms of two modestly tapered laminates and a more severely 

tapered laminate, when subjected to tensile loading. The modestly tapered laminates were loaded via clamping 

at their thick and thin ends. The severely tapered laminate was pulled at its thin section, while its tapered section 

was held by a metal contact fixture. This study was carried out through a careful and detailed experimental 

programme and a high-fidelity modelling package. A thin stainless-steel thin strip was inserted at a selected ply 

drop location in one of the modestly tapered specimen configurations during manufacture, to study the effect of 

a delamination type defect on the mechanical response of a tapered laminate. High-fidelity models were created 

by an image-based mesh generation tool that allowed accurate representation of a tapered laminate, including 

post-cure ply thickness, ply drops and observed ply waviness. Interlaminar interfaces and the interfaces between 

resin pockets and neighbouring plies were all described by cohesive elements, which follow a bi-linear traction-

separation law. Interlaminar shear enhancement due to the through-thickness compression was also incorporated 

into the cohesive law. The high-fidelity models gave good agreement with experimental measurements in the 

tapered cases, regarding both delamination load and location.  

It was also found that when there exists a large ambient through-thickness tensile or shear stress field, as 

seen in the severely tapered laminate, the numerical mode I&II strength pair of cohesive elements needs to be 

close to the real material mode I&II strengths of interlaminar interfaces. Both modelling and experiments show 

that the tapered laminate with an 11.3° taper angle shows a lower peak load due to delamination than the tapered 

laminate with an 8.1° taper angle. The presence of a defect at a ply drop was found to severely reduce the 

mechanical performance of a tapered laminate. Shear enhancement due to through-thickness compression 

explains the observed phenomenon in the severely tapered laminate that delamination initiated from the thin 

section instead of the thick tapered section, where high interlaminar stresses existed. Parametric studies were 

also undertaken regarding the effects of element size, cohesive strength pair and TTC enhancement definitions 

on the numerical predictions in all cases.  

A new fibre failure criterion has been proposed to take account of the full range of potential interactions with 

the 3D stress state that occurs in this case. It has been demonstrated that for the contact loaded severely tapered 

laminate, whose 0° plies exhibited high values of the different stress components in the tapered section, different 

levels of fibre damage were predicted, depending on which stress interactions were included. It has been 

demonstrated by the high-fidelity modelling that by artificially supressing delamination, fibre failure occurred in 
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the thin section if only the fibre-direction tensile stress was considered, while fibre failure may happen in the 

tapered section if other stress components were also considered in the criterion.  
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Fig. 1. Schematics of a symmetric ply drop.  

 

 

 

 

 

(a) 

 

 

 

 

 

(b) 

 

 

 

 

 

(c) 

Fig. 2. Schematics of the (a) 8.1° tapered laminate, (b) the 11.3° tapered laminate and (c) the 

severely tapered laminate (unit: mm).   
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(a)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                

        

 

                     (b)                                                                     (c) 

Fig. 3. (a) Experimental set-up for the modestly tapered specimens; (b) experimental set-up 

for the severely tapered specimens; (c) schematic illustration of the tapered-section holder 

used to load the severely tapered specimens. 
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(a) 

 

                       

(b) 

Fig. 4. Comparisons between (left) microscopic observations and (right) numerical 

descriptions of (a) a pristine ply drop and (b) a ply drop with an artificially inserted defect.  
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(b) 

Fig. 5. Comparisons of (left) the microscopic observations and (right) numerical meshes for 

(a) the 8.1° modestly tapered laminate and (b) the severely tapered laminate. 
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(a)                                                                                 (b) 

Fig. 6. High-speed images ordered in sequence showing the crack formation process of (a) an 

8.1° pristine tapered specimen and (b) an 8.1° defect tapered specimen with artificial defect.  

 

 

Fig. 7. Comparison between FE predicted and experimentallly measured peak loads due to 

delamination for the modestly tapered laminates.  
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(a)                                                     (b) 

Fig. 8. Comparison of (a) experimentally observed failure location and (b) FE predicted 

delamination location; white dots indicate the ply drops 1, 2 and 5. 

 

Fig. 9. Comparisons between experimental measurements and FE predictions using two 

cohesive strength pairs.  
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(a)  

      

(b)                                                                  (c) 

Fig. 10. (a) The initial edge delamination with inset contour plot of mode ratio, (b) the 

catastrophic delaminations around ply drops 1, 2 and 3 and (c) the through-thickness normal 

stress contour of plies at 98.5% of the predicted delamination load, given by the severely 

tapered FE model when using the baseline cohesive propertie in Table 2 (unit: MPa). 

 

Fig. 11. FE predicted through-thickness compressive stress fields of interlaminar interfaces at 

99.0% of the predicted peak load due to delamination (unit: MPa).  
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(a)                                                                      (b) 

  
(c)                                                                     (d) 

Fig. 12. Effects of element length for (a) the 8.1° laminate, (b) the 11.3° laminate, (c) the 8.1° 

laminate with artificial defect and (d) the severely tapered laminate; dashed black lines 

indicate the experimental average and bounds of the peak loads due to delamination. 
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(a)                                             (b)                                            (c)  

Fig. 13. Effects of cohesive strength pair for (a) the 8.1° laminate, (b) the 11.3° laminate and 

(c) the 8.1° defect laminate; red lines correspond to the cohesive strength pair of [60 MPa, 90 

MPa]; black lines correspond to [90 MPa, 110 MPa]; dashed black lines indicate the 

experimental average and bounds of the peak loads due to delamination. 

 

 
                           (a)                                              (b)                                               (c) 

Fig. 14. Effects of TTC enhancement definition for (a) the 8.1° laminate, (b) the 11.3° 

laminate and (c) the severely tapered laminate; green lines correspond to Law C with 0.3 

enhancement factor; orange lines correspond to Law C with 0.5 enhancement factor; blue 

lines correspond to Law C with 0.74 enhancement factor; red lines correspond to Law A with 

the enhancement factor pair of [0.3, 0.064]; dashed black lines indicate the experimental 

average and bounds of the peak loads due to delamination. 
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                              (a)                                                                (b)  

 

 

 

 

                              (c)                                                               (d) 

 

 (e)  

Fig. 15. Fibre damage variable fields in the 0° plies of the severely tapered laminate, 

predicted by the fibre failure criterion defined by Eq. 10 with (a) α=β=γ=δ=0, (b) α=1 and 

β=γ=δ=0, (c) α=β=1 and γ=δ=0, (d) α=β=γ=1 and δ=0, and (e) α=β=γ=δ=1.  
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